THE QUEEN’S SCHOOL
FIRST FORM BOOKLIST FOR 2015-2016

THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
GOVERNMENT RENTAL SCHEME

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Comprehensive English Course (Revised Edition Book 1)

HISTORY
The People Who Came, Book 1 by Alma Norman
Jamaica: A Junior History by Beryl M. Allen
Creating a Nation Jamaica

GEOGRAPHY
First Lesson in Physical Geography by C. Walker

SCIENCE
Integrated Science for Jamaica Book 1 by Brathwaite, Jegebe, Oyebanji and Brown
Integrated Science for Caribbean Book 1 by Florine Dalegety, Carol Draper, David Sang

MATHEMATICS
A Complete Mathematics Course for Secondary Schools, Book 1

ART
Visual Art for Secondary Schools by Shastri Maharaf

HOME ECONOMICS
Caribbean Home Economics in Action Book 1

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Skills in Religious Studies - Book 3 by SC Mercer with Fageant

SOCIAL STUDIES
Jamaica: - Living Together in Society by Carlong’s Publishers

STUDENTS SHOULD NOT COLLECT MODERN LANGUAGE BOOKS UNTIL
ADVISED BY TEACHER - FRENCH & SPANISH

SPANISH
Viva Book 1

FRENCH
Encore Tricolore 1
Oxford French Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)

SEWING MATERIAL TO BE PURCHASED AT THE BOOK ROOM

THE FOLLOWING BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS ARE TO BE BOUGHT BY
STUDENTS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Collins Students’ Dictionary for the Caribbean School (Kingston Bookshop)
The New Language Arts by R. Narinesingh and Bhadase Seetahal-Maraj (to be carried to Third Form)

ENGLISH LITERATURE
Clouds in My Sky by Sheila Williams (term one)
The Enchanted Island by Ian Serraillier (term two)
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe by C.S Lewis (term three)

GEOGRAPHY
Geography Workbook for First Form – Deroll A. Barrett
Longman Atlas for Social Studies and Geography
MATHEMATICS
Geometry Set
Large Graph Papers

SPANISH
Collins Spanish Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)

LIBRARY
Essential of Information Skills by Bdajoko Bewaji – (Available from the Bookroom)

ART
Water colour paint brushes - sizes 0, 3 & 5
Wax Crayons, Pencils, 2 sketch Pads (medium)
2b-3b Art pencils, small pack markers
Palette
Poster Paint Set

MUSIC
Yamaha Descant Recorder
Medium size manuscript
Note book

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT AND PREPARATION MANAGEMENT (EDPM)
EDPM for CSEC by Howard Campbell & Olivene Bogle-Graham
EDPM for CSEC Workbook by Howard Campbell
N.B. (Both books will be carried up to Third Form)

HOME ECONOMICS
Workbook for Food & Nutrition (Third Edition) by Joan Davis-Williams
A Workbook for Clothing & Textile by Joan Davis-Williams

HYMN BOOK
Let us Sing – Hymns, Songs and Choruses for Caribbean Schools (Kingston Book Shop $980.00)

SEWING AND MATERIAL FOR CLOTHING & TEXTILE CLASSES
Needles; scissors, common pins, measuring tape, tracing wheel; dressmaker’s carbon paper;
embroidery threads (assorted colours); a needle for regular stitching; 1 pack size 14 machine needles. THESE MUST BE TAKEN TO ALL CLOTHING & TEXTILE CLASSES

GENERAL
Homework Assignment Book - Book Room
Stationary and other School Supplies
Blouse, Socks, Badges, Tie - Bookroom
THE QUEEN'S SCHOOL
SECOND FORM BOOKLIST FOR 2015-2016

THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
GOVERNMENT RENTAL SCHEME

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Comprehensive English Course Book 2 (Revised Edition)

HISTORY
Empires and Conquest by John Gilmore / Beryl M. Allen
The People who came, Book 2 by Alma Norman

GEOGRAPHY
General Geography in Diagram by R. B Bunnett

MATHEMATICS
A Complete Mathematics Course for Secondary Schools, Book 2

SCIENCE
Integrated Science for Jamaica, Book 2 by Brathwaite, Jegede, Oyebanji and Brown
Integrated Science for Caribbean School Book 2 by Commisiong et al

HOME ECONOMICS
Caribbean Home Economics in Action Book 2

SPANISH
Qué hay 2?

FRENCH
Encore Tricolore 2

SOCIAL STUDIES
Jamaica Land & People from Carlong’s Publishers

ART
Design and Communications by Gowere Peters
Visual Art for Secondary Schools by Sharti Maharaj BFA, M.ED

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT AND PREPARATION MANAGEMENT (EDPM)
EDPM for CSEC by Howard Campbell & Olivene Bogle-Graham

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Skills in Religious Studies - Book 2 by SC Mercer with Fageant

SEWING MATERIALS TO BE PURCHASED AT THE BOOK ROOM

THE FOLLOWING BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS ARE TO BE BOUGHT BY STUDENTS:

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
The New Language Arts by R. Narinesingh and B. Seatahel-Maraj
Oxford English Dictionary for Schools (Kingston Bookshop)

ENGLISH LITERATURE
World of Poetry by McWatt & Simmons-McDonald. (New Edition
Green Days by The River by Michael Anthony (term one)
My Father Sun Sun Johnson – C. Everard Palmer (term two)
Summer Lightning and Other Stories by Olive Senior (Copies of selected stories will be available for purchase from the Department) (term three)

GEOGRAPHY
Geography Workbook for Second Form – Deroll A. Barrett

HISTORY
Age of Exploration (available in the Bookroom)
SPANISH
Primer Libro *(will be used in 3rd Form as well)*
Collins Spanish Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)

FRENCH
Oxford French Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)
Encore Tricolone 2 Grammar in Action

MATHEMATICS
Mathematics a Complete Course with CXC Question Volume 1 by Toolsie (Second Edition)
Geometry Set

ART
Sketch Pad (medium)
  2b, 3b & 5b Art Pencils
Poster Paints
Pencil Crayons.
Water Colour Brushes - sizes 0, 3 & 5
Small pack markers

MUSIC
  (1) Medium manuscript
  (2) Note Book
  (3) Yamaha Descant Recorder

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT AND PREPARATION MANAGEMENT (EDPM)
EDPM for CSEC Workbook by Howard Campbell *(This will be carried to Third Form)*

HYMN BOOK
Let us Sing – Hymns, Songs and Choruses for Caribbean Schools *(Kingston Book Shop $980.00)*

LIBRARY SKILLS
Essential of Information skills by Bdajoko Bewaji – *(Available in the Bookroom)*

SEWING TOOLS
Needles, scissors, common pins, tape measure, tracing wheel, dressmaker’s carbon paper singer sewing machine needles #14. **THESE MUST BE TAKEN TO ALL SEWING CLASSES.**

GENERAL
Homework Assignment Book
Stationary and other School Supplies – Book Room
Blouse, Socks, Badges, Tie – Book Room
THE QUEEN’S SCHOOL
THIRD FORM BOOKLIST FOR 2015-2016
THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
GOVERNMENT RENTAL SCHEME

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Comprehensive English Course Book 3 (Revised Edition)

HISTORY
The People who came Book 3 by Kamau Brathwaite & Anthony Phillips
Freedom and Change by John Gilmore/Beryl M. Allen

MATHEMATICS
A Complete Mathematics Course for Secondary Schools  Book 3

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Skills in Religious Studies - Book 1 by SC Mercer with Fageant

SOCIAL STUDIES
Growing Together in Society by P Morris et al
Jamaica Citizenship and Government by L.C Roddock and Robinson – Glanville

SCIENCE
Integrated Science for Jamaica Book 3 by Brathwaite et al
Core Science

ART
Art, Craft, Design by Clodagh Holahan & Maureen Roche
Visual Arts for Secondary Schools by Shastri Maharja BFA, MED

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT AND PREPARATION MANAGEMENT (EDPM)
EDPM for CSEC by Howard Campbell & Olivene Bogle-Graham

SPANISH
Qué hay 3?

FRENCH
Encore Tricoloire 3

HOME ECONOMICS
Caribbean Home Economics in Action Books by Heinemann (Book 3)

GEOGRAPHY
Principles of Geography for CXC - by Norrell London

SEWING MATERIAL TO BE TO BE PURCHASED AT THE BOOKROOM

THE FOLLOWING BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS ARE TO BE BOUGHT BY STUDENTS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Oxford English Dictionary for Schools (Kingston Bookshop)

ENGLISH LITERATURE
A World of Poetry for CXC by McWatt and Simmonds McDonald (New Edition)
World of Prose (New Edition)
The Tempest – William Shakespeare (This text will be used for CXC 5th Form as well).
Harriet’s Daughter by Marlene Nourbese Phillips

SPANISH
Primer Libro
Collins Spanish Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)

FRENCH
Oxford French Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)
Encore Tricolone 3 Grammar in Action
MATHEMATICS
Mathematics A Complete Course with CXC Questioner Volume 1 Toolsie (Second Edition)
Geometry set
Large Graph Book
Scientific Calculator

GEOGRAPHY
Geography Workbook for Third Form – Deroll A. Barrett

ART
Sketch Pad (large)
Water Colour
Poster Colour
2b, 4b, 6b Art Pencils
Paint Brushes size (0, 3 & 5)
Wax Crayons
Pencils Crayons
Small Pack Markers

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT AND PREPARATION MANAGEMENT (EDPM)
SBA Portfolio Booklet (purchase from Business/IT department)
Flash Drive
25 Sheet Protectors
Small ring binder for SBA

MUSIC
Note book

HYMN BOOK
Let us Sing – Hymns, Songs and Choruses for Caribbean Schools (Kingston Book Shop $980.00)

CLOTHING & TEXTILES
Needles, scissors, common pins; tape measure; tracing wheel; dressmaker’s carbon paper; singer sewing machine needles # 14 for regular stitching; assorted colours embroidery threads. THESE MUST BE TAKEN TO ALL SEWING CLASSES.

GENERAL
Homework Assignment – Book Room
Stationary and other School Supplies – Book room
Blouse, Socks, Badges, Tie - Bookroom
THE QUEEN'S SCHOOL
FIFTH FORM BOOKLIST FOR 2015-2016
THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
GOVERNMENT RENTAL SCHEME

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
A Comprehensive English Course CXC English A by Roy Narinesingh

HISTORY
Caribbean Story, Book 2 by W. Claypole & J. Robotham

SOCIAL STUDIES
Modules in Social Studies by Rampersad Ramsawak et al

GEOGRAPHY
The Caribbean Environment by Mark Wilson
New Caribbean Geography with map Reading and CXC Questions
Principles of Geography for CXC by Norrell London

HOME MANAGEMENT
Certificate Management by Thelma Stewart

FOOD & NUTRITION
Food & Nutrition by Anita Tull
CXC Food & Nutrition a Two Year Course by Marchand et all JPH

FRENCH
Encore Tricolore Book 4 by Sylvia Hannor

SPANISH
Dime Tanto más 4

ART
Art Craft, Design by Clodagh Holahan & Maureen Roche
Design & Communication

BUSINESS
Carlong Principles of Business for CSEC with SBA Study Guide & Exercises by Karlene Robinson & Sybil Hamil
Principles of Accounts for the Caribbean 4th Edition by Frank Wood

ECONOMICS
Economics for CSEC Examinations by Patricia Gopie

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
OXFORD Information Technology for CSEC (New Edition) by Glenda Gay & Ronald Blades

HUMAN & SOCIAL BIOLOGY
Longman Human & Social Biology for CSEC by Daly Ragoobursingh

INTEGRATED SCIENCE
CXC Integrated Science by Mitchelmore et al New Edition

BIOLOGY
CXC Biology by Chinnery et al

CHEMISTRY
CXC Chemistry (Revised) by Ferguson & Hart

MATHEMATICS
A Complete Course Volume 2 by R Toolie

PHYSICS
Physics for CXC by John Avison
CXC Physics by Barry Jackson, Peter Whitney
Heinemann Physics for CXC by Norman Lambert
THE FOLLOWING BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS ARE TO BE BOUGHT BY STUDENTS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Oxford Student Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)
Oxford Student Thesaurus (Kingston Bookshop)

ENGLISH LITERATURE
A World of Poetry by Hazel Simmons-McDonald & Mark McWatt
A World of Prose by Williams & Simmons-McDonald
Frangipani House by Beryl Gilroy
Julius Caesar by William Shakespeare (Pearson CSEC student Edition)

SOCIAL STUDIES
Social Studies Essential – Stephenson C. Grayson & Mervyn C. Sandy
Social Studies For CSEC for CXC Study Guide

HISTORY
Social Life in the Caribbean 1838-1938
Development and Decolonization by Greenwood & Hamber
Post – Emancipation History of the West Indies by Isaac Dookhan
Caribbean History for CSEC- Kevin Baldeosingh and Radica Mahase

MATHEMATICS
Graph Papers or Graph Book
CXC and GCE Multiple choice Maths samples by S.H Walker
Simple Scientific Calculator
Geometry Set

BIOLOGY
Biology - A Concise Revision Course for CXC by Anne Tindale
Biology lab manual (available at the school)
Past Papers CXC
Lab book (available from Bookroom only)
CXC Syllabus

CHEMISTRY
Chemistry – A Concise Revision Course for CXC by Anne Tindale
Chemistry lab manual (available at the school)
Lab book (available from bookroom only)
Syllabus
Past Paper C.X.C Safety glasses (Goggles)

PHYSICS
Physics – A Concise Revision Course for CXC by Leslie Clouden
Physics lab manual (available at the school)
Lab book (available from bookroom only)
Syllabus
Past Papers

HUMAN AND SOCIAL BIOLOGY
Human and Social Biology for CSEC Exam 6th Edition by Phil Gadd Macmillan

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTS
2 ledgers, 1 cashbook, 1 journal, 1 ruler, 1 Scientific Calculator

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
1 Flash Drive
FOOD & NUTRITION
Nutrition Made Simple by Versada S. Campbell & Dinesh P. Sinha (C.F.N.I.)
Food Composition Tables Complied by Caribbean Food & Nutrition Institute

HOME MANAGEMENT
Home Management for Caribbean Schools by O’Riley Wright

CLOTHING & TEXTILES
Fibres and Fabrics by Rosalie Giles
Dressmaking Made Simple by Anita Tulle
Basic Needlework by W. Bull
Fabrics for Needlework by Giles

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
New International Version - Bible

ART
Sketch Pads (Large)
2b, 3b, 4b & 6b Art Pencils
Poster Colours and acrylic Paint Set
Pencil Crayons
Water Colours
Paint Brushes – sizes 0, 1, 3 & 5
3 jars of printing ink - ¼(3 different colours)
Pastel colour set, letter pen set (calligraphic)

HYMN BOOK
Let us Sing – Hymns, Songs and Choruses for Caribbean Schools (Kingston Book Shop $980.00)

SPANISH
MacMillan CXC Revision Guides Spanish (Red book) Sally Seetahal-Mackie
Collins Spanish Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)

FRENCH
French for CSEC A Caribbean Examination Council Study Guide
A vous de choisir by K. Simmond

GENERAL
Stationary and other School Supplies – Book room
Blouse, Socks, Badges, Tie - Bookroom
THE QUEEN'S SCHOOL
FOURTH FORM BOOKLIST FOR 2015-2016

THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
GOVERNMENT RENTAL SCHEME

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
A Comprehensive English Course CXC English A by Roy Narinesingh

HISTORY
Caribbean Story, Book 1 by W. Claypole & J. Robotham

SOCIAL STUDIES
Modules in Social Studies by Rampersad Ramsuak et al

GEOGRAPHY
The Caribbean Environment by Mark Wilson
New Caribbean Geography with Map Reading and CXC Questions by John AM Rahil
Principles of Geography for CXC by Norrell London

HOME MANAGEMENT
Certificate Management by Thelma Stewart

FOOD & NUTRITION
Food & Nutrition by Anita Tull
CXC Food & Nutrition a Two Year course by March & ETAI (JPH)

FRENCH
Encore Tricolore Book 4 by Sylvia Hannor

SPANISH
Dime Tanto Más Book 4

ART
Art Craft, Design, by Clodagh Holahan & Maureen Roche
Design Communication

BUSINESS
Carlong Principles of Business for CSEC by Karlene Robinson & Sybile Hamil (Latest edition)*
Principles of Business for CSEC Examinations by Waterman et al
Principles of Accounts for the Caribbean 4th Edition by Frank Wood

ECONOMICS
Economics for CSEC Examinations by Patricia Gopie

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
OXFORD Information Technology for CSEC (New Edition) by Glenda Gray & Ronald Blades

HUMAN & SOCIAL BIOLOGY
Longman Human and Social Biology for CSEC by Dalip Ragoobusingh

BIOLOGY
CXC Biology by Chinnery et al

CHEMISTRY
CXC Chemistry (Revised) by Ferguson & Hart

PHYSICS
Physics for CXC by John Avison
CXC Physics by Barry Jackson, Peter Whitney
Heinemann Physics for CXC by Norman Lambert

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Religions For Today – Riger Whiting
Believe All - by David Simmonds

MATHEMATICS
A Complete Course with CXC question Volume 1 by R. Toolisie
THE FOLLOWING BOOKS AND OTHER MATERIALS ARE TO BE BOUGHT BY STUDENTS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Oxford Student Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)
Oxford Student Thesaurus (Kingston Bookshop)

ENGLISH LITERATURE
The Lion and the Jewel by Wole Soyinka
Frangipani House by Beryl Gilroy
A World of Poetry for CXC by Mc Watt & Simmons-McDonald
A Word of Prose for CXC edited by Williams and Simmons-McDonald

SOCIAL STUDIES
Social Studies Essential – Stephenson C. Grayson & Mervyn C. Sandy
Social Studies For CSEC A CXC Study Guide

HISTORY
Emancipation to Emigration by Greenwood & Hamber
Pre-Emancipation History of the West Indies by Isaac Dookhan
Amerindians to Africans by Greenwood & Hamber

MATHEMATICS
Graph Papers or graph book
CXC and GCE Multiple choice Mathematics samples by S.H Walker
Simple Scientific Calculator
Geometry Set
Mathematics for Life Book 1, a guide to Practicing the Principles – by Joy A Simons-Brown

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
New International Version - Bible

BIOLOGY
Biology - A Concise Revision Course for CXC by Anne Tindale
Past Papers CXC book
Biology lab manual (available at the school)
Lab book (from Bookroom only)
Syllabus

CHEMISTRY
Chemistry explained A CXC Course by Jaonne Nazir (optional)
Chemistry – A Concise Revision Course for CXC by Anne Tindale
Chemistry lab manual (available at the school)
Lab book (available from bookroom only)
Pass Paper
Syllabus & Goggles Safety glasses

HUMAN AND SOCIAL BIOLOGY
Human and Social Biology for CSEC Examination 6th Edition by Phil Gadd Macmillan

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Information Technology for CSEC, a Caribbean Examination Council Study Guide
1 Flash Drive

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTS
1 ledgers, 1 cashbook, 1 journal, 1 ruler, Calculator

SPANISH (Two years)
Spanish for CSEC study guide
Practice Papers for CXC Spanish Paulette Ramsay Anne Maria Bankey (Revised Version LMH Publishing)
Collins Spanish Dictionary (Kingston Bookshop)
Spanish Two Years

FRENCH
French for CSEC a Caribbean examination Council Study Guide (compulsory)
Students Note that Fourth Forms Spanish and French are the same ones used in Fifth Form

**PHYSICS**
Physics – A Concise Revision Course for CXC by Leslie Clouden
Physics lab manual (available at the school)
Lab book (available from bookroom only)
CSEC Syllabus
Past Paper Book

**FOOD & NUTRITION**
CXC Food & Nutrition: A Two Year Course by Marchand et al (J.P.H.)
CSEC & Beyond – by Rita Dyer

**HOME MANAGEMENT**
Home Management for Caribbean Schools by O’Riley Wright

**CLOTHING & TEXTILES**
Fibres and Fabrics by Rosalie Giles
Dressmaking Made Simple by Anita Tulle calligraphic
Basic Needlework by W. Bull
Fabrics for Needlework by Giles
CSEC & Beyond – by Rita Dyer
Sewing Kit

**ART**
1 Calligraphic set with Nibs
Sketch Pads (large & medium)
2b, 4b, 3b, 6b, Art Pencils
Poster Colours & Water Colour
Pencil Crayons
Paint Brushes – sizes 0, 3 & 5 (Large, Medium, and Small)
3 jars of printing ink - ¼ (3 different colours)
1 pack pastel colours
1 pack markers (assorted colours)

**HYMN BOOK**
Let us Sing – Hymns, Songs and Choruses for Caribbean Schools (Kingston Book Shop $980.00)

**GENERAL**
SBA Lab Books (for each Science Subject) must be purchased at the BOOK ROOM.
School “T” Shirts - (for field trips and other occasions) Administrative Office
Stationary and other School Supplies – Blouse, Socks, Badges, Tie – (BOOKROOM)